Technology Supplier Rules of Engagement

The goal of these guardrails is to ensure all supplier interactions flow through the proper channels and are vetted by the supplier’s OMES Information Services point of contact (PoC) so as not to prematurely engage agencies on solutions or products. Working with your OMES IS PoC ensures alignment with the state’s strategic plan and reference architecture.

Contact your IS PoC or sam@omes.ok.gov for any questions.

- Before engaging agencies, confirm direction with your IS PoC.
- Any communication from the supplier to agencies must include the IS PoC.
- Demos of products and/or services must be scheduled with IS PoC.
- Quarterly meetings will be held with IS and supplier stakeholders to ensure alignment and optimal performance.
- Send all invoices to the OMES Accounts Payable team at accountspayable@omes.ok.gov and copy your OMES IS PoC.